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Many embedded environments require applications to produce outcomes under different, potentially changing, resource constraints. Relaxing application semantics through approximations enables trading off resource usage for outcome quality. Although quality is a highly subjective notion, previous work assumes given, fixed low-level quality metrics that often lack a strong correlation to a user’s higher-level quality experience. Users may also change their minds with respect to their quality expectations depending on the resource budgets they are willing to dedicate to an execution. This motivates the need for an adaptive application framework where users provide execution budgets and a customized quality notion. The paper presents a novel adaptive program graph representation that enables user-level, customizable quality based on basic quality aspects defined by application developers. Developers also define application configuration spaces, with possible customization to eliminate undesirable configurations. At runtime, the graph enables the dynamic selection of the configuration with maximal customized quality within the user provided resource budget.

An adaptive application framework based on our novel graph representation has been implemented on Android and Linux platforms, and evaluated on eight benchmark programs, four with fully customizable quality. Using custom quality instead of the default quality, users may improve their subjective quality experience value by up to 3.59×, with 1.76× on average under different resource constraints. Developers are able to exploit their application structure knowledge to define configuration spaces that are on average 68.7% smaller as compared to existing, structure oblivious approaches. The overhead of dynamic reconfiguration averages less than 1.84% of the overall application execution time.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Many applications can adapt mid-execution to give outcomes of different quality with different resource demands. Such adaptive applications allow optimizations in which resource demands are evaluated relative to outcome quality. Optimization may allow successful execution in resource
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constrained environments with maximized quality [25, 42] or satisfy minimal quality requirements at minimized cost. Adaptive applications include navigation systems, video/audio players [90, 100], object recognition, face detection, and machine learning [74]. Management of these application may require dynamic strategies due to the uncertainty of execution environments, particularly regarding available resources.

Adaptive frameworks, also referred to as approximation frameworks, manage program configurations which are mappings of selected application program variables (“knobs”) to specific values in their program defined value ranges. Changing knob values impacts the cost and quality of the produced application outcomes. Configuration management attempts to find a configuration that results in a desired tradeoff between cost and outcome quality. In this paper, we introduce an adaptive framework that focuses on maximizing output quality for a given cost budget. Dynamic reconfiguration is implemented by changing knob values during program execution.

A key design decision for any configuration management framework is its choice of problem representation. The representation must be expressive enough to encode all feasible configuration choices and allow efficient algorithms to rank these choices according to different metrics such as execution time, energy consumption, and overall outcome quality. Applications have to be mapped effectively to this problem representation, and metrics have to be expressed and computed as part or based on the representation. Any selected configuration choice has to be mapped back into applications and their executions. For dynamic optimizations, i.e., optimizations that are performed during application execution, the efficiency of the representation in terms of construction, enabling selection, and final “code generation” becomes an even more important concern as compared to purely static optimizations.

Our work recognizes that effectively dealing with the inherent complexity of managing adaptive applications requires the identification and exploitation of structure, both in the application representation and the representation of its configuration space. This structure serves as the foundation for scalable, effective, and efficient solutions during different phases of application development, user defined application execution quality, and adaptive application execution.

The KDG (Knob Dependence Graph) is a representation of the configuration space of an application and is used for offline cost / quality model construction and online optimization. Based on the KDG, we designed and implemented Rapids\(^1\), a new framework that provides customization for both the developer and user. It is efficient (low overhead), portable (short retraining times), and effective (optimal configuration selection). The contributions of this work are:

- the KDG, a graph representing each knob’s type, setting range (discrete or continuous), and inter-knob dependencies. This is a compact, flexible way to express the adaptability of these applications.
- a mechanism within the KDG for placeholders for a linear combination of basic quality metrics. Users can use these to provide custom, high-level quality notions that can be traded off during runtime.
- a mechanism for fast and accurate retraining for the weights in the KDG. This makes the system feasible for real deployment across platforms.
- the evaluation of the effectiveness of the KDG based approach within the Rapids adaptive program development and execution framework.

The evaluation of Rapids is based on a benchmark of eight applications running on Linux and Android systems. Four of these applications have fully customizable quality notions. Customized quality results in significantly improved user-preferred quality values with 1.76× improvement on average across a range of user supplied resource budgets, up to 3.59×. An initial user study

\(^1\)Reconfiguration, Approximation, Preferences, Implementation, Dependencies, and Structure
indicates that higher-level quality metrics can significantly (5×) reduce a user’s effort to find a desired quality outcome as compared to using low-level metrics and knobs.

Benchmark applications show an average configuration space reduction of 68.7%. Our two retraining strategies further reduce the configuration space and result in a training time reduction of 87.2% or 92.4% compared to state-of-the-art approaches, while maintaining cost prediction errors of less than 2.5%. The overhead of dynamic reconfiguration for execution time or energy consumption remained below 3.2%, with 1.84% on average.

2 KEY FRAMEWORK DESIGN CHALLENGES

Most existing approaches for adaptive configuration management target applications that have been written without reconfiguration in mind. Automatic techniques identify program variables as “knobs,” i.e., entities that, when changed, impact the quality and cost of the application’s outcome. This is similar in spirit to the “dusty deck” approach to automatic parallelization and vectorization which has been only partially successful [52, 99, 103]. Dusty deck programs are legacy programs that are ported to new platforms with the expectation of performance improvements without significant source-code modifications. Prior approaches [47, 70, 96] use automated configuration identification to minimize application developers’ effort. However, a “dusty deck” approach does not allow the program developer to express insights into relevant structures and behaviors of an application.

Alternative, approximation-aware approaches use programming language extensions or runtime libraries for configuration definition and management, making approximation part of the semantics of the program. The application developer is responsible for writing code to implement configuration or quality management. There are many language / library based systems (e.g., [6, 16, 72, 86]) with different abstractions to manage configurations and quality. However, these systems have only limited, if any, support for reconfiguration. Most importantly, the language semantics approach relies solely on the developer to hardcode a configuration management strategy, a challenging and potentially error prone task. In this section, we discuss key challenges for adaptive application frameworks and motivate the RAPIDS framework design decisions to addresses these challenges using a new graph representation of the configuration space, the KDG.

2.1 Managing large configuration spaces

As observed by many projects that address the problem of selecting the best configuration for a particular requirement, a key problem is the size of the configuration space. The configuration space is defined by the number of program variables or program parameters that have impact on the quality of the program’s outcome (application program knobs), as well as their particular value ranges. Even a single floating-point valued knob with a bounded value range can conceptually result in an intractably large configuration space, or two knobs with large integer valued ranges may yield configuration spaces that cannot be exhaustively explored in practice.

Large knob value ranges. A sampling strategy may be a solution to this problem. However, although keeping the configuration space at a manageable size, sampling may miss the best knob value settings, resulting in suboptimal outcomes. In addition, a sampling based solution may only contain configurations that are optimal for a higher or lower resource budget than specified for the execution. In order to fully utilize the specified budget, the execution will need to reconfigure between these two configurations, which is not needed under an optimal configuration that matches the resource budget.
Our {RAPIDS} framework allows continuous knob value ranges in addition to discrete ranges. All of our eight benchmark programs have a combination of continuous and discrete knobs as specified by the application developer.

**Large number of knobs.** Even if knobs are integer ranged with only limited number of settings, the cartesian product of these value ranges can yield impractically large search spaces. The proposed solution for search space management due to the number of knobs is a sensitivity analysis (e.g., [75, 76]) that eliminates knobs that are considered too expensive to change during reconfiguration or only minimally impact the overall quality outcome of the program execution. Therefore, these knobs are excluded from the configuration search space. Our framework based on the KDG allows program developers to specify which knobs to use. Our current {RAPIDS} implementation does not perform any automatic knob sensitivity analysis, but could be extended to do so.

**Dependencies among knobs and their value ranges.** Even with a compact representation of the value ranges of only the most resource or quality critical knobs, the search space may still be too large or may allow undesirable knob value combinations. Undesirable knob value combinations may lead to program crashes ([47]) or may lead to program outcomes with unacceptable user-level quality. For example, in our {NAVA}pp benchmark application (see Figure 5) a dark screen showing a detailed map is not useful since the detailed information is not accessible to the user. Our {KDG} based framework allows different dependencies among knobs and their value ranges to be expressed explicitly, giving significant flexibility to application developers to manage the configuration search space. This includes customization of the search space for a particular target application user group.

### 2.2 Customization of user-level quality

Existing approaches assume some pre-defined quality notion where each application “comes with” a quality function for its output, e.g., PSNR [100] or SSIM [97] for video processing. However, many applications produce outcomes that have different quality aspects, which we refer to as quality sub-metrics. A family of quality notions can be defined as a weighted combination of these quality sub-metrics. For example, a navigation application may consider a brighter screen, a more detailed map, or a more precise localization service as a desired outcome with the highest quality and best user experience. Therefore, such applications have a highest quality configuration. The lowest quality configuration can be defined as the configuration that provides the lowest individual qualities of the different quality aspects. Both, the highest and lowest quality configurations have a particular resource need, which we refer to as \( \text{max} \) and \( \text{min} \), respectively. Executing an application with resource budgets greater than \( \text{max} \) will not improve the quality outcome of the application, and assigning a resource budget lower than \( \text{min} \) will result in an unacceptable execution since the lowest quality outcome cannot be achieved. For any execution budget \( \text{user\_budget} \), \( \text{min} \leq \text{user\_budget} \leq \text{max} \), the best configurations with respect to the individual quality sub-metrics form a Pareto-optimal solution. While the application developer can specify quality sub-metrics, user-level quality customization is needed to select the best configuration within the Pareto-optimal solution space.

In our {RAPIDS} framework, users can customize quality notions by providing preferences among the quality sub-metrics. For example, some user may prefer a brighter screen over a more precise localization service, while another user is mostly interested in a detailed map, with the same importance given to the screen brightness and localization accuracy. This quality customization has to be performed just-in-time before application execution, since it may depend on a particular user need for a specific execution with a specific resource budget.

**Benefits of customized quality.** Previous work assumes a single quality model distributed with the application, typically provided by the application developer. We refer to this model as the...
default quality model. The benefit of a customized quality model has to be assessed relative to this default model. Every model produces a ranking among the possible configurations induced by a numerical value assigned to each configuration. Clearly, this numerical quality value may not directly reflect the subjective quality experience of the end-user. Only a comprehensive user study would be able to establish such a correlation which is beyond the scope of this paper. However, the different rankings among configurations induced by the customized quality models indicate a rich space of quality notions that users are able to express and explore.

In order to allow an initial benefit analysis of customized quality, we defined a family of customized models $\tilde{Q}_i$ where each sub-metric of the default model is given a preference value or weight between 1.0 and 2.0, with increments of 0.1, resulting in 11 possible values. The default model $Q$ is the model where each sub-metric has the preference value of 1.0 with opt as its optimal configuration. For example, a default model with two sub-metrics has a family of customized models $\tilde{Q}_i$, $1 \leq i \leq 121$, with the pair of preferences (1.0, 1.0) representing the default model. Note that the preference range of [1.0, 2.0] has been chosen for illustration purposes only. RAPIDS can support any desired preference value ranges for sub-metrics as defined by the application developer. The intent here is to show that even using custom quality models where the importance of a single sub-metric can at most be doubled as compared to the default model, an optimal customized quality configuration $\tilde{opt}_i$ may have a significantly higher custom quality value than the custom quality value of the optimal default configuration opt. In other words, this initial benefit analysis captures how much quality value may be lost if opt is used instead of $\tilde{opt}_i$ for a user customized model $\tilde{Q}_i$.

For four applications with their resource budgets between min and max, Figure 1 shows the maximal loss in quality value of opt under the different possible custom quality models $\tilde{Q}_i$ as compared to custom-quality configurations $\tilde{opt}_i$, with $\tilde{Q}_i(opt) \leq \tilde{Q}_i(\tilde{opt}_i)$. This relative magnitude of the quality loss is captured by the following equation:

$$\text{optimality} - \text{loss} = 1.0 - \max_i (\tilde{Q}_i(opt)/\tilde{Q}_i(\tilde{opt}_i))$$

(1)

![Graph showing maximal quality loss](image)

**Fig. 1.** Maximal quality loss of default configuration opt relative to optimal custom quality configuration $\tilde{opt}_i$ across different budgets. X-axis: Budget percentage across min and max range.

The results show that there is a substantial quality difference due to customization across all four sample applications, in particular under intermediate budgets (30% to 60% of max budget) where there are larger Pareto-optimal solution configuration spaces. This indicates that custom
Quality models are an important tool to allow application users to express their subjective quality preferences.

**Quality sub-metrics.** A key challenge for any system that requires user input is to provide enough information and at a level of abstraction that enables the user to make an informed decision. Exposing the program knobs to the end user is therefore not a viable strategy since it would require a deep understanding of the inner workings of the application which typically only the developer has.

However, the application developer can provide quality sub-metrics or quality dimensions from which an end-user may choose to determine his/her best quality experience. These basic quality notions may not directly map to specific knobs, but may involve more complex, combined knob mappings. This complexity should be hidden from the application user to allow reasoning about quality vs. resource tradeoffs at a level of abstraction that makes sense to the user.

### 2.3 Direct problem formulation vs. control-theoretical approach

Current approaches [45, 47, 48, 89, 90] establish a correlation between configurations and an application’s resource cost (performance or energy) and quality outcome through a profiling (training) phase, where all or randomly sub-sampled [70] configurations are executed on the target machine, and their costs and quality are measured and recorded. Based on this training information, reconfiguration is implemented using a control-theoretical approach that adjusts the application’s configuration. Control-theoretical approaches (e.g., PID [44]) mainly target application with dynamic behaviors under continuous operations where configurations are selected based on immediate quality notions and system observations. There is no overall execution resource/cost budget. Carefully designed models with their model parameters allow control-theoretical guarantees, for example with respect to specific convergence behaviors, but may result in sub-optimal overall configuration selection due to locally optimal solutions [70].

Our RAPIDS framework targets applications where there is an a priori knowledge about the work that has to be accomplished under a user provided resource budget. Such problems lend themselves to be formulated as constrained optimization problems where optimal quality solutions can be determined directly under a budget constraint. At any point during program execution, the optimal configuration selection will depend on the remaining work that has to be performed under the remaining resource budget. Uncertainty is introduced due to input dependencies and cost prediction inaccuracies. The goal of the configuration selection is to find a configuration that can successfully finish the execution, yielding the highest output quality while fully utilizing, but not exceeding, the remaining resource budget.

Our RAPIDS framework employs machine learning strategies to build cost and quality models, and uses a quadratic integer programming formulation to compute the highest quality configuration under the remaining cost budget. Adaptive reconfiguration is performed if the actual and observed resource consumption cross a pre-defined threshold.

### 2.4 Effective model training and porting

The cost of training is proportional to the size of the configuration space which may lead to significant training times in practice. For example, [36] reports profiling times of more than two weeks for an evaluated application. Further, the ability to port the configuration space management system to new hardware/software platforms is important but new hardware/software configurations may not be known a priori. The result may be significant porting costs. Current work does not provide effective solutions to this problem.
Our new approach uses structural information to significantly reduce the number of configurations needed to build the cost and quality models for the entire configuration space. This subset of configurations is called the “representative set.” Previous work [70] determines the representative set using random sampling of the configuration space, resulting in a fixed number of configurations. In our RAPIDS framework, the structural information in the KDG is used to automatically compute a small representative set that allows a model to be automatically reconstructed with a developer provided error bound.

2.5 The Knob Dependence Graph (KDG) within the RAPIDS framework workflow

The KDG is the central data structure and key new design element in our RAPIDS framework. It lets application developers specify the desired configuration space, supports automatic cost and quality model construction using machine learning, allows developers to define sub-metrics to enable user-level quality model specification, and serves as the representation from which quadratic integer programming problem instances are automatically generated at runtime to select the optimal configuration under a user provided cost budget.

![Diagram of high-level workflow of RAPIDS Framework with phases 1 through 4 interacting with the KDG representation.](image)

Fig. 2. High-level Workflow of RAPIDS Framework with phases 1 through 4 interacting with the KDG representation.

A high level view of the application development and execution workflow is shown in Figure 2. The application developer, RAPIDS model constructor, application user, and RAPIDS runtime have their distinct roles with the KDG as their main interface. A detailed discussion of the RAPIDS framework and its workflow is presented in Section 5.
3 THE KDG - A NEW ADAPTIVE APPLICATION REPRESENTATION

The KDG is a directed graph encoding a developer’s insights about the structure of the application through the graph’s nodes and edges. The KDG is a representation of the configuration space of an application and is used for offline cost/quality model construction and online optimization. It provides the basis to formulate configuration selection as a constrained optimization problem.

3.1 Developers’ Insight as Structure

Rather than representing the configurable components (knobs) as a vector, the KDG allows developers to encode information including knob type, per-knob value range and inter-knob dependency through the graph structure. We use one of our benchmark applications NavApp as an example to illustrate the KDG.

NavApp is a navigation application we designed that runs on Android platform. The application has 4 configurable components: (1) Screen: controls the brightness of the screen from 1% to 100%, (2) Map: controls the map display layout with three options: “basic,” "satellite,” and ‘hybrid,” (3) PollingFreq: controls the polling frequency in seconds of location with three options: “5s,” “8s,” and “10s,” and (4) GPS: controls whether to use on-board the GPS module or not.

Developer’s Insight: To ensure the readability of the map, developers may enforce some constraints: (1) the screen should be brighter if the layout is set to satellite or hybrid because the backgrounds on satellite images are darker and therefore hard or even impossible to interpret on a dark screen. (2) a more accurate localization is required for users to interpret their current location if a basic layout is rendered because there are fewer landmark references available to users to orient themselves. These constraints reflect the developer’s design and assessment of a desirable constrained configuration space based on anticipated user needs and expectations. In current configuration management approaches, such constraints can only be implemented through conditional statements embedded and distributed across the source code. We use the NavApp application to illustrate how developers can use the KDG to encode the constrained configuration space.

Nodes represent knobs and their settings. The KDG supports two types of nodes: Discrete and Continuous. Each knob consists of a collection of Discrete nodes or a single Continuous node. Each Discrete node within a knob is associated with a specific value setting. A Continuous node represents a possible value range of a setting. Figure 3 shows the knobs in NavApp. There are 4 knobs: Screen, Map, PollingFreq, and GPS.

Edges represent dependencies between knob settings. Edges are directed with the sink depending on the source. Edges thus encode developers’ insight into inter-component dependencies. They enable developers to further manage the configuration space and its size in order to tune system performance or to allow only desirable user experiences. For discrete nodes, dependencies are on the entire node. For a continuous node, a dependency may be specified on only a range of possible values. Such a range is referred to as a segment.

The KDG models two types of dependencies, AND and OR. AND dependencies allow a node to be dependent on a set of different nodes which are all needed to satisfy the dependence. In contrast, OR dependencies allow a node to require at least one node in a knob or set of knobs. That is, OR dependencies are grouped: at least one source node has to be selected from each OR group. A node may AND-depend on a set of independent OR groups.

In Figure 4, if a satellite image is rendered as the map layout, the screen brightness must be at least 50%. Similarly, “Hybrid” requires at least 25% brightness to ensure readability of additional...
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Fig. 3. KDG nodes in NAVApp

Fig. 4. KDG nodes with edges in NAVApp

highlighted road names and information overlays on the satellite image. “Basic” has OR dependencies on 5s, 8s in PollingFreq.

**Configurations** are represented in the KDG as a selection of nodes or values. For knobs with Discrete nodes, a single node will be selected, and for knobs with a Continuous node, a specific value will be selected. Figure 5 demonstrates a particular configuration. The KDG is a compact representation of the entire configuration space where each configuration has to satisfy the edge dependencies. Figure 5 shows a possible configuration of Screen=75, Map=“Sat”, PollingFreq=“5s”, and GPS=“ON”.

### 3.2 Cost Model

The KDG provided by the developer contains only structural information. A full KDG includes the structure, weights (both for cost and quality models), and user preference (as weight augmentation). A training phase is performed to collect a set of data points that map configurations to corresponding costs which are used to build a regression model that in turn provides weights to the KDG. The overall cost $C$ of a specific configuration is calculated as the sum of the contribution from each individual discrete $C^c_{dis}$ knob, each individual continuous $C^c_{cont}$ knob, and the contribution of the combined effects of each pair of knobs $C^c_{corr}$. We use a second-order linear regression model to derive the first and second order parameter values (weights) for discrete and continuous nodes,
Node Weights in the KDG represent the contribution of a particular node to the overall cost. For a discrete node, the weights for each node $j$ in a knob $i$ is represented by single value $c_{ij}^d$. For a continuous node, the weight for a knob $i$ with value range $[min_i, max_i]$ is represented by a function $F_i^c()$ that maps a value $v_i$ within the range to its contribution. Equations 3 and 4 show the cost contribution of the discrete and continuous nodes, respectively. Only the selected discrete nodes ($v_{ij} = 1$) will contribute to the overall cost.

$$C_{dis}^c = \sum_i \sum_j c_{ij}^d \times v_{ij} \in 0, 1 \quad (3)$$

$$C_{cont}^c = \sum_i F_i^c(v_i), min_i <= v_i <= max_i \quad (4)$$

Correlated Weights model the combined contribution of pairs of knobs. This design captures knob correlations that are more complex than simple addition. For example, in a nested loop with the two knobs representing the loop bounds, the total cost is proportional to $\#outer\_iteration \times \#inner\_iteration$. This approach can also represent situations where loop structures are nested deeper than two levels with knobs used as bounds in at most two of the levels. Experimentally, we found that modeling quadratic relations between knobs was sufficient to capture program behaviors. Note that a numerical value $\bar{v}$ is required for discrete nodes with categorical values.

$$C_{corr} = \sum_m \sum_n corr_m^n \times (\bar{v}_m \times \bar{v}_n) \quad (5)$$

3.3 Custom Quality Metrics/Models and Virtual Knobs

Quality and cost metrics rank outcomes of application executions under different configurations. A Quality metric or sub-metric $Q$ measures an aspect of observed application outcomes. A model $\tilde{Q}$ for a metric or sub-metric $Q$ predicts the expected measurements for a configuration without applying the metric to the observed outcome. In other words, a model $\tilde{Q}$ approximates the measured metric $Q$ for a configuration.

If an application has a single, fixed quality metric, for example PSNR [100] or SSIM [97] for video playback, the quality model construction process will be identical to the cost model but with cost replaced by the measured quality metric value. However, in general, quality is a subjective metric and therefore needs application users’ involvement. If an application has at least two distinct quality sub-metrics, i.e., two distinct ways to rank configuration quality, the application has “customizable quality.” These sub-metrics should be easily reasoned about by the application users and may have
different importance for different target users. In the presence of customizable quality, two distinct quality preferences may result in different configuration selections under the same budget, each maximizing the distinct subjective overall quality.

**Definition:** Custom Quality using Sub-Metrics — An application has custom quality if the quality \( Q \) can be represented by a function \( F^Q \) over several weighted quality metrics \( q_1, \ldots, q_n \), \( n \geq 2 \). The quality metrics \( q_1 \) to \( q_n \) are referred to as sub-metrics. Users can provide relative preferences on each sub-metric through preference weights before application execution.

\[
Q = F^Q(\{(w_1, q_1), \ldots, (w_n, q_n)\})
\]

**Example:** We use another application, FaceDetect, as an example to illustrate the custom quality because the quality metric in FaceDetect is a typical use case where quality is rated differently by different users. In FaceDetect and other classification problems, F-Score is widely used as the overall quality metric. F-score represents a family of customized metrics based on sub-metrics precision \( p \) and recall \( r \). Users may express the relative importance of sub-metrics \( p \) or \( r \) by providing different weights \( w_p \) for precision and \( w_r \) for recall in Equation 7.

\[
Q_{face} = F^Q_{face}(\{[w_p, p], [w_r, r]\}) = (1 + \beta^2) \cdot \frac{p \cdot r}{(\beta^2 \cdot p) + r}, \text{ with } \beta = \frac{w_r}{w_p}
\]

The two high-level sub-metrics, “Precision” and “Recall”, can be easily reasoned about by application users. Given the same output result, these two sub-metrics will have the same values since they have a fixed evaluation strategy. However, the overall quality might be different if users provide different weights to the sub-metrics.

**Custom Quality Models:** For single quality metrics \( Q \), the quality model \( \tilde{Q} \) can be constructed offline similar to the cost model as discussed in Section 3.2. Each configuration measurement collected from training now includes the measured quality metric in addition to the measured cost metric. The resulting quality model has coefficients for single knobs and pairs of knobs.

RAPIDS supports customizable quality metrics by applying default weights to sub-metrics at development time, allowing the user to specify sub-meteric weights at execution time. For each sub-metric \( q_i \), RAPIDS builds a model \( \tilde{q}_i \) through training in its “offline” phase. Table 1 shows the set of configurable knobs (left column) used to implement models for the recall and precision sub-metrics (right column) for the example FaceDetect application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configurable Knobs</th>
<th>Sub-Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neighbour_Pixel,</td>
<td>Precision,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decomposition_Level,</td>
<td>Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye_Detection_Enabled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Just before application execution, a user may customize his / her quality expectation metric \( Q \) by providing weights \( w_i \) for each sub-metric \( q_i \) as shown in Equation 6. Thus, RAPIDS must compute the quality model \( \tilde{Q} \) “online” based on the known sub-metric models \( \tilde{q}_i \) and the user supplied weights \( w_i \). Unfortunately, there is often no obvious way to use the set of knobs and pairs of knobs...
coefficients of the individual sub-metric models $\tilde{q}_i$ to effectively compute $\tilde{Q}$. One approach is to express $\tilde{Q}$ as a mapping over weighted individual knob coefficients as illustrated in Equation 8.

$$\tilde{Q}(\{k_1, \ldots k_n\}) = \tilde{Q}(\{w_1 * k_1, \ldots w_n * k_n\})$$

(8)

However, this straightforward extension requires the user to know how to tune the weights on the knobs which are program variables defined as part of an application’s implementation (e.g., #_Neighbour_Pixel, #_Decomposition_Level, and Eye_Detection in FaceDetect). These are application implementation details which typically are non-intuitive to the user and hard to understand. Therefore, a user will not be able to appreciate how these implementation-related knobs will affect the overall quality, making an informed decision about the preference weights impossible. Another approach would be to re-evaluate the execution output with the new $Q$ and reconstruct $\tilde{Q}$. However, this requires the retaining of outputs/results obtained during training and will result in significant space and time overheads. Finally, a full retraining is also a possibility. However, this approach is prohibitively expensive in terms of execution time.

Instead, RAPIDS predicts all sub-metrics for each trained configuration in the training phase and calculates the overall quality using the developer provided function ($F_Q$ in Equation 6) with the quality models $\tilde{q}_i$ instead of the quality metrics $q_i$. This is more efficient since $q_i$ requires actual application execution results while $\tilde{q}_i$ only needs the configurations.

The set of calculated quality values yields the overall quality model $\tilde{Q}$ by solving the regression problem as discussed above and described in more detail in Section 4.1. This approach eliminates the overhead of backing-up execution results and the re-evaluation process. Experiments show that the overhead of dynamically constructing quality models is negligible, less than half a second for all four of the applications we evaluated with customizable quality. This overhead occurs once, just before application execution.

**Virtual knobs:** As discussed above, nodes in the KDG are associated with application-level knobs or objects (e.g., program variables) and their possible value settings, which together define the configuration space. Both cost and quality metrics are defined over this “concrete” configuration space. However, in order to allow application users to customize their quality experience, the knobs of a concrete configuration may be too low level to allow users to make an informed choice. Therefore, RAPIDS introduces a set of higher-level, “virtual” knobs for the sole purpose of allowing users to reason and manage their quality expectations. The key here is that now users can fine-tune the quality on the level of sub-metrics instead of concrete knob settings and their low-level quality notions.

Each virtual knob corresponds to a specific sub-metric. Virtual knobs are not explicitly represented in the KDG as nodes. Application developers can define and selectively expose these metrics as virtual knobs to users, who in turn will provide relative preferences among the exposed sub-metrics. The idea of virtual knobs is similar to an interface between the users and the KDG. Unlike the configurable knobs in the KDG, virtual knobs do not have quality/cost weights. In the FaceDetect example, users can tune the two virtual knobs, “precision” and “recall” and the RAPIDS will automatically update the customized quality model accordingly.

4 THE KDG - ENABLING ADAPTIVE APPLICATION MANAGEMENT

The KDG enables solutions to four key problems in adaptive application management: (1) deriving the cost and quality weights that define the models at application development time, (2) efficient model construction at application development and deployment time, (3) calculating the optimal configuration to maximize quality under a cost budget at application execution time, and (4)
supporting user-level customizable quality notions just-in-time before application execution. This final problem was addressed in Section 3.3. The solutions to the other problems are discussed below.

4.1 Weight Derivation for Model Construction

To define cost and quality models, weights are needed for discrete \( c_j^i \) in Equation 3 and continuous \( F^i() \) in Equation 4 knobs and their pairwise correlations \( corr_m^m \) in Equation 5. To compute models with continuous knobs and a desired accuracy, continuous knobs are “discretized”, i.e., partitioned into segments, where each segment is represented by its own linear function which maps its knob value range to cost/quality weights (a piecewise linear functions approach). RAPIDS employs second-order linear regression training to compute the weights for its knobs, coefficients of linear cost functions for knob segments, and correlation parameters based on the observed costs and quality of the corresponding exhaustive configuration space. The exhaustive space consists of all discrete knob settings and continuous knob segments. RAPIDS trains the application through a number of configurations each with the same training input and records the observed average for each configuration. The regression tries to minimize the error between the predicted and observed cost/quality.

Note that a continuous node is represented as a single variable with its value chosen from the specified range. RAPIDS uses a piece-wise-linear approach to provide finer granularity. To demonstrate this method, consider \( m \) breaking points in the range (excluding the upper and lower bound) in a knob. the knob is partitioned to \( m + 1 \) segments. The regression process calculates a separate set of parameter values for each segment. The breaking points are determined by the configuration being observed.

4.2 Training Sets for Model Reconstruction

The size of the configuration space is exponential in the number of nodes for discrete knobs and number of segments for continuous knobs. In section 4.1 above, we describe how to derive a discretized, exhaustive configuration space together with accurate cost and quality models represented as weights of the KDG. When porting an application to a new target hardware/software architecture, the model construction process discussed in Section 4.1 needs to be performed again for the new platform. This can be rather expensive. To significantly reduce the cost of retraining the models, RAPIDS introduces the notion of a Representative Set (RS), a subset of configurations that is sufficient to accurately reconstruct the entire cost/quality model at the potential cost of a slight accuracy loss.

During the construction of the full models, the computation of the representative set is also performed offline on the development platform. The RS computation is based on the configuration space of the model construction and its recorded, measured observations for each configuration. This is considered the ground truth. RAPIDS implements two different RS construction methods. Our experiments show that these two strategies are both effective in significantly reducing the training set sizes for our benchmark applications.

**Partition-based RS:** For each knob, RAPIDS first considers only its highest and lowest settings. RS is initialized with these configurations. RAPIDS evaluates the prediction accuracy of the model constructed from these configurations against the ground truth. If the developer defined error bound \( \epsilon \) is not satisfied, RAPIDS partitions each knob by a factor of 2, i.e., adding one more setting in the middle of two selected settings per knob. This process iterates until the error bound \( \epsilon \) is satisfied or a pre-defined maximum partition level is reached.

**Selection-based RS:** RAPIDS initializes RS with only two configurations, the most and least expensive configuration. Subsequently, RAPIDS iterates through all unselected configurations and
constructs the model using that configuration and the current $R_S$. The one configuration that yields the highest prediction accuracy will be added to the $R_S$. The termination condition is the same as above.

### 4.3 Selection Problem Formulation

Given a fully weighted $KDG$ and a user-provided budget at application execution time, RAPIDS computes the optimal solution by solving a Mixed-Integer-Quadratic-Constrained-Programming (MIQCP) as specified by Equation 9. The MIQCP formulation consists of an objective function and several classes of constraints. The constraints enforce the validity of the computed solution. For example, any solution has to respect knob dependencies, can only select a single setting per knob, and has to respect the resource/cost budget.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Maximize :} & \quad \sum_i (C^q_{\text{dis}(i)} + C^q_{\text{cont}(i)}) + \sum_{m,n} C^q_{\text{corr}(m,n)} \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \sum_i (C^c_{\text{dis}(i)} + C^c_{\text{cont}(i)}) + \sum_{m,n} C^c_{\text{corr}(m,n)} \leq B \tag{9b} \\
& \forall \text{AND}(s_0 > s_i), \quad s_i - s_0 \leq 0 \quad /\!/\text{edges} \tag{9c} \\
& \forall \text{OR}(s_{o1}, s_{o2}, ..., s_{on} > s_i), \quad s_i - \sum_i s_{oi} \leq 0 \tag{9d} \\
& \forall N^f_j, N^f_j = 1 \rightarrow v_i = v(N^f_j) \quad /\!/\text{node} \tag{9e} \\
& \forall S^f_j, S^f_j = 1 \rightarrow \min_{s_j} \leq v_i \leq \max_{s_j} \quad /\!/\text{segment} \tag{9f} \\
& \forall i, j, \sum_j S^f_j \leq 1 \quad /\!/\text{single node per knob} \tag{9g} \\
& \forall i, j, \sum_j N^f_j \leq 1 \quad /\!/\text{single seg per knob} \tag{9h}
\end{align*}
\]

The optimization problem is formed as in Equation 9, where $C^q$ is calculated with the same approach as cost by solving the weight derivation problem but with customized overall quality based on user-provided relative priorities of quality sub-metrics as discussed in Section 3.3. The second line (Line 9b) ensures that the overall cost does not exceed the provided budget $B$. The third and forth lines (Line 9c, 9d) show constraints for AND and OR edges. The rest encodes the knob values and selection constraints. RAPIDS solves the optimization problem using the off-the-shelf solver gurobi [93].

In this paper, we focus on the problem of maximizing the quality output given a user-provided budget. However, the reverse problem, i.e., selecting the configuration with the lowest cost given a lower bound on the quality, could also be solved by our framework by swapping the problem objective on \textit{quality} (Line 9a) with the \textit{cost} constraint (Line 9b), and changing the new objective function to minimizing \textit{cost} and constraining the \textit{quality} to be \leq \textit{provided quality loss}. However, a discussion of this RAPIDS capability is beyond the scope of this paper.

### 5 RAPIDS - A KDG-BASED FRAMEWORK FOR ADAPTIVE APPLICATIONS

RAPIDS provides an end-to-end framework to write and execute reconfigurable applications with the KDG as its key representation. RAPIDS’s work flow consists of four main phases as shown in the high-level RAPIDS overview Figure 2 in Section 2.5: (1) application specification and implementation (done by the Developer), (2) automatic training and modeling (done by the Model Constructor), (3) custom quality model specification and construction and budget specification (done by the User),
and (4) runtime monitoring and reconfiguration (done by the Runtime Framework). The structure of our RAPIDS framework from the system implementer’s point of view is shown in Figure 6.

In the following, we use Ferret as an example application to illustrate the effort required from the developers. Ferret is an image similarity query application returning the top-$K$ similar images for a query image using a Multi-Probe LSH [63] algorithm. Then, it calls a routine that computes the Earth Mover’s Distance [84] to rank the images and return the top-$K$. There are three knobs in Ferret: hash - discrete number of hash buckets per table within [2, 4, 8], probe - probing buckets in the multi-probe phase from [2, 20], and itr - maximum iterations from [10, 500]. Through dependencies, we enforce that fewer hash buckets require more probing buckets since more have to be probed if a table has few buckets. Fewer buckets require larger maximum iterations to give meaningful rank scores among poor candidates. Figure 7a shows the KDG structure for Ferret.

Developers’ Effort: RAPIDS provides a profiling platform and a runtime library that allows application developers to communicate important application properties to the framework. Figure 7 shows some key components of the developers’ effort. To do the profiling, developers need to prepare:
- KDG specification: A file to specify insights including knobs and their types, value ranges, and dependencies. RAPIDS uses the file to generate the KDG structure to represent the configuration space used to train cost and quality models. An example specification for our Ferret application is shown in Figure 7b. The file represents the KDG of Figure 7a.
- Evaluation Module: A Python module that includes basic utility functions for RAPIDS profiler to use, including a) command and command-line arguments for application execution, b) the optional sub-metric ($q_i$ in Equation 6) evaluation strategy, and c) an overall quality function ($F_Q$ in Equation 6). The module is implemented by extending a RAPIDS provided base class.
<Continuous Knobs>:
itr [10,500] INT;
probe [2,20] INT;
<Discrete Knobs>:
hash {2,4,8} INT;
<Dependencies>:
AND: itr [10,30] <- hash [8];
OR: itr [30,100] <- hash [4], hash [8];
<Sub-Metrics>:
Coverage, Ranking

(b) KDG Specification File for Ferret

1  #include "rapids_mission_c_wrapper.h"
2  int iteration=500,hash=8,probe=20; // knobs with default values
3  ...
4  create_rapids_mission(ferretMission, FERRET_CONFIG_FILE);
5  register_single_knob(ferretMission,"itr", &iteration);
6  register_single_knob(ferretMission,"hash", &hash);
7  register_single_knob(ferretMission,"probe", &probe);
8  while (ent = readdir(pd)) { // pd points to a dir containing images
9     if (do_query(ent, hash, probe, itr) != 0) // query for top-K similar images
10        return -1;
11   } finish_one_unit(ferretMission); // report progress
12 ...
13 ...

(c) Ferret Source Code Modification.

Fig. 7. Developer’s Effort Example

- Source code modifications: The developer inserts library calls into application code as shown in Figure 7c to bind actions (e.g., change a variable’s value) to knobs and their settings (Line
5–7), and to inform RAPIDS about the execution progress (Line 11). FERRET_CONFIG_FILE is auto-
generated after training and contains model information. It also contains application execution-
related information including the budget and customized quality. We believe that the additional
demand on the developers is reasonable and well within their expertise.

**Training and Model Construction:** On the development platform, RAPIDS generates an exhaust-
tive training set over all knob settings (continuous knobs will be discretized), eliminating all invalid
configurations according to the developer’s KDG specification. The developer provided Evaluation
Module is used to automatically build cost models and quality models for sub-metrics (or default
metrics), including the representative set RS as discussed in Section 4.2.

**Users’ Effort and Runtime Control:** Users express their overall budget and quality preferences
through a developer provided interface. Our current interface design is discussed in Section 7.
Just-in-time before program execution, RAPIDS constructs the customized quality model in response
to the user’s preferences. If no customized quality is specified, the developer defined default model
is used. During runtime, RAPIDS tracks the remaining resource budget relative to the remaining
work. If the application is deployed on the same machine on which it is trained, the cost model
can be used directly. If not, re-training is needed based on the representative set. The runtime
system continuously monitors the application and performs automatic re-configuration if needed to
maintain the maximum possible quality while respecting the provided budget even under changing
conditions due to system uncertainties.

### 6 Experimental Evaluation

To assess the practical, end-to-end effectiveness of RAPIDS and its use of the KDG, we implemented
and evaluated a prototype system. This system includes a preliminary user interface which was
used for a limited user study to assess the potential benefits of virtual knobs and customized quality
as discussed in Section 7.

#### 6.1 Sample Applications

The evaluation uses eight different sample applications/workloads, three of which are from
widely used benchmarks in related works (e.g., [47], [70], [90], [89]) with known quality met-
rics, namely Swaptions[13], Bodytrack[13], and Ferret[13]. SVM[94], NeuralNet (NN)[94] and
Facedetect[97] are sample applications we adopted from public libraries. The other two, namely
NavApp, and VideoApp, are developed using the RAPIDS framework for use in real-world de-
ployment. The eight workloads cover a wide range of application domains and exhibit a variety
of properties (e.g., knob number, type, and dependency) we would expect to see in real-world
applications. The applications have been chosen to illustrate the features and benefits of our
RAPIDS framework while allowing others to assess RAPIDS’s effectiveness through applications
used by related work as well as highlighting its applicability to more full-featured, real-world-style
applications.

Swaptions is a financial analysis application computing iterative simulations. One continuous
knob: number of iterations to simulate, within [100,000, 1,000,000]. Quality Metric: quality loss for
each swap computed using the vector distortion [82] described in Equation 10. \( n \) and \( w_i \) are the
total number of elements in the vector and their weights. We use \( n = w_i = 1 \). \( \hat{y} \) is the computed
price from the execution and \( y \) is the price when executing with highest setting.

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i \cdot abs((\hat{y}_i - y_i) / y_i)
\]  

Equation 10
FaceDetect detects human faces from input images based on Haar Cascade. Optionally, it filters the results by checking the presence of eyes. We use the dataset from FDDB [50] for testing. One continuous knob and two discrete knobs: pyramid levels ranging from [5, 25], neighbors pixels to examine {0, 4, 8}, the minimum number of eyes {0, 1, 2}. **Customization:** *Precision* and *Recall*. **Quality Metric:** We adopt the standard measurement of recognition performance, the F-measure [24] as defined in Equation 7. Users may customize this metric by changing the weights $w_p$ and $w_r$ for virtual knobs *Precision* and *Recall*, respectively. The default quality uses $w_r = w_p = 1$ (F1-score).

SVM and NN are two commonly-used supervised learning applications that classify input images using the CIFAR-10 dataset [56]. In our experiments, they run 1000 iterations on a set of labeled training data and construct a simple SVM (Support Vector Machine) and a NN (Fully-connected Neural Network) model for classification. The source of both applications are adapted from a popular open course project [94]. We only consider the training phase in our experiments where both classifiers iteratively update the model parameters. For NN, we only use the default settings (1 hidden-layer) for illustration purpose. However, extending the network to deeper settings will not affect the experiment setup since all knobs we use in the experiment are independent of the network structure. The output of the application is a prediction model (classifier), and we treat the overall prediction accuracy on the test data as the quality. Both SVM and NN have one continuous knob and two discrete knobs: learning rate within [1e-7, 1e-5], batch size {64, 128, 256, 512, 1024}, regularization rate {5000, 10000, 15000, 20000, 25000}. **Quality Metric:** prediction accuracy.

Ferret, as described in section 5. Two continuous knobs and one discrete knob. **Quality Metric:** We use a common ranking score measurement G-measure [11] shown in Equation 11:

$$
err = 2 \cdot (k - z) (k + 1) + 
\sum_{i \in Z} |r_1(i) - r_2(i)| - \sum_{i \in S} r_1(i) - \sum_{i \in T} r_2(i)
$$

(11)

with $Q = 1 - err / k (k + 1)$

Here, $Z$ is the set of images appearing in both list$_1$ and list$_2$ of size $k$. S and T are the sets exclusively in list$_1$ and list$_2$ of size $k$. $r_1$ and $r_2$ are the ranks of an image in list$_1$ and list$_2$. **Customization:** *Coverage* and *Ranking* are exposed as virtual knobs to users. *Coverage* is calculated by the first addend in Equation 11. *Ranking* is the rest of the equation. *Coverage* increases with "correct" results returned while *Ranking* increases by returning results in the correct order.

Bodytrack is a computer vision application that tracks a set of human body components from a video. One continuous and one discrete knob: number of annealing layers from [1, 5], number of particles to track within [100, 4000]. **Dependencies:** Lower annealing layers require higher particle numbers. **Quality Metric:** The output consists of the position of different body components. We use Equation 10 for quality and $w_i$ to be proportional to the size of the component being tracked.

NavApp as described in Section 3.1 also demonstrates the utility of Rapids under real-world conditions. One continuous knob and three discrete knobs. **Customization:** Different priorities can be given to brightness, localization, and information as described in Section 3.3. **Quality Metric:** Weighted sum over three sub-metrics.

VideoApp is a custom-built application also designed to emulate real-world usage. It allows users to watch a high-resolution video locally or stream lower-quality video from a remote server. One continuous knob and three discrete knobs: screen as in NavApp, video frame-rate from {15fps, 30fps, 45fps, 60fps}, video resolution from {144P, 240P, 480P, 720P}, network {On, Off}. **Dependencies:** Lower frame-rates require lower resolutions to avoid unreasonable situations, e.g., 720P/15fps or 480P/60fps.
Table 2. Approximation Opportunity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Min Cost</th>
<th>Min Quality</th>
<th>Dependency</th>
<th>Custom Quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swaptions</td>
<td>10.08%</td>
<td>57.78%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaceDetect</td>
<td>27.43%</td>
<td>41.23%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>57.98%</td>
<td>49.96%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>76.55%</td>
<td>42.8%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferret</td>
<td>37.26%</td>
<td>54.91%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodytrack</td>
<td>7.51%</td>
<td>40.84%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NavApp</td>
<td>56.12%</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VideoApp</td>
<td>67.62%</td>
<td>27.7%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the opportunities for approximation in all our sample applications based on the default metric of each application. Min Cost reports the lowest cost in terms of execution time or energy consumption of a configuration relative to the optimal, highest quality configuration under an unlimited resource budget. Min Quality reports the highest possible quality degradation of a configuration under the default quality metric. The last two columns summarize the opportunity for both developers and users to participate in Rapids to calculate the overall performance.

In this paper, the output from the “default” optimal configuration under an unlimited resource budget is treated as the “ground truth,” and is used to evaluate the output quality of other configurations. Therefore, the output from the “default” configuration has always the highest quality. In all our benchmark applications, the default configuration is also the most expensive configuration. Theoretically, there could exist configurations that cost more, i.e., consume more resources than the default configuration. However, a more expensive configuration with lower output quality will never be selected as a solution of our optimization problem.

6.2 Experimental Results

For our sample applications, developers performed the off-line training phase on a Linux machine or an Android phone. Application users ran the applications on an embedded Linux board or a separate phone. For all of our experiments, the development and target platforms were distinct.

Key specifications are:

**LINUX machines** *(Developer):* 6-Cores at 3.7GHz, — 16GB RAM at 2666MHz; *Target*: Nvidia TX1 [26], 1.9 GHz 64-bit 4-core — 2 MB L2 cache.

**Android machines** *(Developer):* Nexus-5: 2.26GHz 4-core processor — 2GB RAM. 4.95-inch screen, 1080x1920 pixels; *Target*: Nexus-6: 2.26GHz 4-core processor — 3GB RAM. 5.96-inch screen, 1440x2560 pixels.

We evaluate the system with respect to our three main contributions: 1) *Developers*: Configuration space reduction from developer encoded insights, 2) *Machine*: Training time reduction and the model accuracy, 3) *Users*: Improvement of user-preferred sub-metrics relative to default metrics. Finally, we evaluate the runtime performance by measuring the overhead and the overall output quality.
Table 3. Search Space Pruning and Specification Effort, Discretization of Continuous Knobs with † Samples (10), RS Calculated with Error Bound $\epsilon = 5\%$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Knob(#)</th>
<th>Conf Discrete(#)</th>
<th>Spec (#loc)</th>
<th>KDG(#)</th>
<th>RS_P(#)</th>
<th>RS_S(#)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swaptions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10 (10$^1$)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaceDetect</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>90 (3×3×10$^1$)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>250 (5×5 × 10$^1$)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>250 (5×5 × 10$^1$)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferret</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>300 (3×10$^2$ × 10$^1$)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodytrack</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50 (5×10$^1$)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVApp</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>180 (10$^5$×3×3×2)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIDEOApp</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>320 (10$^5$×4×4×2)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Search Space Pruning and Specification Effort, Discretization of Continuous Knobs with † Samples (up to 100 where possible), RS Calculated with Error Bound $\epsilon = 5\%$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Knob(#)</th>
<th>Conf Discrete(#)</th>
<th>Spec (#loc)</th>
<th>RSDG(#)</th>
<th>RS_P(#)</th>
<th>RS_S(#)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swaptions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100 (100$^1$)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaceDetect</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>189 (3×3×21$^1$)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2500 (5×5 × 100$^1$)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2500 (5×5 × 100$^1$)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferret</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5700 (3×19$^1$ × 100$^1$)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3040</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodytrack</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>500 (5×100$^1$)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pruned Search Space:** Table 3 shows the space pruning and cost prediction error rate for all our applications. Conf reports the number of all possible configurations where every combination of knob settings is considered “valid.” KDG reports the number of “valid” configurations after developers encode dependencies using #loc lines of specification code to customize the configuration space. RS_P and RS_S report the size of RS with an error threshold $\epsilon$ of 5%. To give a meaningful comparison for knobs with continuous settings, we discretized the settings by sampling each continuous node where the number of sampled data points is shown with a † in the third column labelled “Conf Discrete.”

**Feasibility for real-world applications:** In the experiments described above, RAPIDS samples a continuous knob to 10 discrete settings. However, the configuration space size for real-world applications with continuous knobs can be theoretically infinite as discussed in Section 2.1. For continuous knobs, RAPIDS constructs the performance model with piecewise linear functions, covering the entire value range, which cannot be done by discrete-only approaches which rely on sampling. To investigate the impact of the search space size on representative set construction and configuration selection, we increased the sampling granularity for continuous knobs from 10 to 100 settings. The resulting search space sizes and number of configurations in the representative sets are shown in Table 4.

Based on our experience, this corresponds to search space sizes that can be effectively explored for real-world applications. As discussed in Section 2, the KDG configuration search space is based on the number, value ranges, and dependencies of knobs which are application program variables. In other related work, for instance in the context of autotuners [6, 7, 98], search spaces include many more different aspects of an application and its structure, resulting in reported search space sizes of up to 10$^{3000}$ [7]. In the context of an adaptive framework with customizable quality metrics
such as RAPIDS, there may be tens of application knobs at best, rather than thousands or even more, making the search space size more dependent on the individual knob ranges than the total number of knobs. Being able to represent continuous knob value ranges in an efficient way enables RAPIDS to deal with real-world configuration spaces of large sizes.

As shown in Tables 3 and 4, while configuration search space sizes increase by around one order of magnitude, the sizes of RS_P and RS_S do not grow proportionally to the size of the overall configuration spaces. The solution time of the dynamic configuration selection problem depends on the total number of constraints in the problem, and the complexity of the objective function and constraints, where both are determined by the number of segments RAPIDS generated in the piecewise linear approach. The number of segments is directly related to the number of configurations in the representative set. In the case of Ferret, an almost 3× size increase of RS_P occurs. However, no solution time increases were observed in any of our applications, with an average overall solution time of 5.9 ms.

It is important to note that these problems are relatively small for a tool such as gurobi [93], and that for small problems the solution times are often dominated by communicating and/or reading in the problem representation rather than the actual solution time itself. However, solving a quadratic integer programming problem (MIQCP [22]) can have exponential cost. Nevertheless, we did not observe any such increases in the problems RAPIDS generated. In addition, tools such as gurobi [93] and cplex [14, 27] can be used to generate families of heuristic solutions in cases where solution times are considered too costly. A discussion of such heuristics is beyond the scope of this paper.

These results indicate that RAPIDS is scalable and can handle applications with large number of configurations without significantly increased solution complexity. For simplicity, the results reported in the remainder of this paper are based on the configurations shown in Table 3.

**Reduced Training Time:** Filtering out “invalid” configurations through the KDG or calculating RS prunes the configuration space and thus reduces the training time. We report the total training time for constructing the cost model through different approaches normalized by the time required to train configurations without dependencies: (i) KDG: Configurations with dependencies, (ii) Rand-20: A heuristic used in CALOREE [70] that constructs the model with 20 random configurations [69], (iii) RS_P(RAPIDS): Partition-based RS, and (iv) RS_S(RAPIDS): Selection-based RS.

As shown in Figure 8, allowing developers to specify dependencies among knobs reduces the training time by an average of 36.9%. Training 20 random selected samples (Rand-20) reduces the training time to an average of 21.24%. The RS calculated by RAPIDS further reduces the training time to 7.9% on average, which translates to up to 13× faster retraining when porting to other devices. The significant reduction in training cost of the RS approach enables RAPIDS to quickly retrain itself when applications are ported to unknown target devices.

**Model Validation and Porting Efficacy:** When applications are ported from the developer machine to the user machine, a new cost model must be quickly and accurately constructed. RAPIDS constructs the cost model based on a pruned space (KDG) and/or RS. However, a reduced training set may lead to a higher prediction error. To this end, we evaluate the accuracy of such reconstructed models on our target machines. KDG serves as the oracle with accuracy = 1.0 because the model is built with all observations. When porting to and from machines described as above, we see performance as shown in Figure 9. The figure shows the corresponding prediction errors across all valid configurations. On average, the model constructed from Rand-20 results in a 6.39% prediction error (averaged over 10 runs). Rand-20 performs well in simple applications like Swaptions, but has high error for complex applications. In Ferret, the inherited randomness in Rand-20 caused the highest prediction error to be more than 100%, i.e., more than a factor of 2 relative to the
observed value. Our two $RS$ strategies have a stable average error of 3.5% for $RS_S$ and 3.1% for $RS_P$.

**Custom Quality:** Application developers can provide a customizable, higher level quality notion through virtual knobs where users can express their preferences for a particular quality outcome at a level of abstraction that makes sense to them. In turn, $RAPIDS$ automatically builds the required quality models to support configuration selection and reconfiguration. We evaluate this benefit on our four applications with custom quality metrics.

User provided preferences change application behavior when selecting the optimal solution for a budget. Users expect to see improvement on their preferred sub-metrics. For example, Fig 10 reports such behavior for $FERRET$. We evaluate the Coverage and Ranking sub-metrics by running
the application with budget of $0.5 \ast (\text{max} - \text{min})$. We adjust the preference of one of the metrics from 1.0 to 2.0 in steps of 0.1 and keep the other as 1.0. Figure 10a shows the improvement on “Coverage” as its preference increases. On the other hand, “Ranking” suffers from degradation due to the “Coverage” preference. Figure 10b shows the similar behavior when “Ranking” is preferred. This is expected since knob settings that benefit one sub-metric may hurt the other.

To show the impact of custom quality selections on the quality values of different sub-metrics, we evaluated different sub-metric preferences under a range of budgets for each of our four applications with customizable quality. A sub-metric is preferred, if it is assigned a preference of 2.0 while all other sub-metrics have a preference of 1.0. For each preferred sub-metric, Table 5 reports the average improvement across all budgets relative to the default quality where all sub-metrics are assigned the preference 1.0. The recall in FACEDETECT does not change when preference increases because the optimal selection with the default quality metric produces the highest recall. Overall, improvements can be up to 3.59×, with 1.76× on average.

Table 5. Relative User-Preferred Sub-Metrics Value Improvements Averaged Across the Min-Max Range of Cost Budgets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preferred Sub-Metrics and Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FERRET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coverage ranking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2x 3.59x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>precision recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.13x 1x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACEDETECT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>precision localization information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.45x 1.5x 1.5x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVApp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brightness smoothness resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.29x 1.26x 1.62x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIDEOAPP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reconfiguration and Overhead:** For each application, RAPIDS constructs the performance model based on a training set of inputs provided with the application. During runtime, the predicted and
the real performance may differ for three main reasons: (1) Embedded prediction error in the model, (2) Application input dependencies, and (3) Dynamic runtime environment.

RAPIDS overcomes these issues by constantly monitoring the resource usage and performing runtime reconfiguration if necessary. The full reconfiguration procedure in RAPIDS has three steps which are common in any adaptive or decision system (e.g., [46]):

1. **Monitor/Observed** (∼1ms): Record the current execution progress and actual resource usage for all work units executed so far. The recording frequency is tunable by developers.

2. **Problem Solving/Decide**:
   a. Calculate the new budget per work unit given the current execution progress and remaining budget (∼1ms).
   b. Generate and solve the new optimization problem and retrieves the new configuration (∼17ms). If no solver is available on the target device (e.g., gurobi [93] cannot be deployed on ARM), RAPIDS contacts a remote server to determine the optimal configuration based on the remaining work units and remaining budget. The overhead of each remote reconfiguration averages 191ms/133ms (ARM/Android). In NAVAPP and VIDEOAPP, we report the overhead as additional energy consumption.

3. **Result Deployment/Act** (∼1ms): Apply the new configuration.

**Overhead Optimization**: Ideally, systems like RAPIDS can monitor the budget usage and working progress after every work unit to avoid wasting budget or violating budget constraints. However, increased monitoring and reconfiguration leads to higher overhead. In the extreme, the majority of the budget is occupied by problem solving or reconfiguration leaving little of the budget for application execution. To minimize the overhead, RAPIDS terminates the reconfiguration procedure by skipping step-2b/3 if the new budget per work unit is within 5% of the previous value (i.e., performing Budget Optimization), and skipping step-3 if the new configuration is within 1% of the previous value (i.e., performing Config Optimization). These thresholds were selected based on our experiments.
experimental observations and represent a compromise between successful application outcomes and the number of reconfigurations. Developers can easily change these thresholds.

Figure 11 shows the number of reconfigurations that are actually performed by RAPIDS given different monitoring frequencies. For each point on each line in the left figure, the difference between the X value (monitor frequency) and the Y value (actual performed reconfiguration) is the number of “Solving+Deployment” (step-2/3) being skipped by the budget optimization. The difference between the left and right figure is the number of “Deployment” (step-3) being skipped by the configuration optimization. Table 6 reports the overall RAPIDS overhead for all our applications. As shown in the table, the overhead is small.

**Budget Constraint Enforcement:** RAPIDS reconfigures applications at runtime by observing the available remaining budget and remaining work units. RAPIDS’s goal is to successfully execute the entire application while not exceeding, but fully-utilizing, the user-specified budget. There are several reasons why reconfiguration is needed to achieve this goal. Performance/cost models may not be accurate due to discrepancies between training and input data, target system noise due to varying availability of system resources, and configuration space characteristics where the ideal configuration for a given budget is not part of the optimization space and therefore can only be approximated. To verify that RAPIDS’s reconfiguration behavior can correctly honor the budget constraint, we ran each application (6 in total) under 4 different budgets, \([0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1.1] \times (\text{max} - \text{min})\). With each budget setting, we ran the application in two different modes, with and without RAPIDS reconfiguration with up to 10 reconfiguration points equally spread across the execution. In our experiments, a program execution is considered to be violating its budget if it fails to successfully finish its execution within the user provided budget with a 5% tolerance, i.e., \(\text{execution time} \geq 1.05 \times \text{budget}\). A reconfiguration will be skipped if the new budget is within 5% of range of its previous value, i.e., RAPIDS performs a Budget Optimization as discussed above.

When no reconfiguration is performed, 16.6% (8 out of 48) application executions violated the budget. For the remaining successful executions, the average budget utilization was 85.3%. With reconfiguration enabled, RAPIDS performed on average 4.8 reconfigurations per execution and all executions succeeded with an average budget utilization of 90.3%. These results demonstrate the importance of reconfigurations.

Table 6. Overhead in All Applications. (*NAVApp and VIDEOApp each use energy instead of time as a metric and thus have no times reported as overhead.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>w/ RAPIDS (seconds)</th>
<th>w/o RAPIDS (seconds)</th>
<th>Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SWAPTIONS</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>1.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACEDETECT</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>3.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>2.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FERRET</td>
<td>551</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>1.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BODYTRACK</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>1.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVApp*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&lt;0.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIDEOApp*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&lt;0.05%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 APPLICATION USER INTERFACE

The current RAPIDS implementation includes a module that allows developers to define an application user interface based on a basic user interface layout. The implementation uses PySide2 [37] software package and communicates with the RAPIDS runtime environment through an execution
configuration file. Developers can customize the interface to match particular characteristics of the supported application, particularly the user-exposed virtual knobs and the quality notion used.

In order to assess the benefits of customized quality through sub-metrics we have conducted an initial user study based on a single application, Ferret, which has two sub-metrics, namely coverage and ranking (see Section 6.1). Ferret has three knobs, namely hash, probe, and iteration. The goal of this study was to provide an initial insight into the effort needed by an application user to find a configuration that satisfies a specific (subjective) quality requirement under a given resource budget when using either virtual knobs (high-level, customized) or application-level (low-level, program behavior-specific) knobs. The conducted experiments recorded (a) the steps a test subject needed to reach a knob setting that resulted in an overall configuration that satisfied a provided quality goal, and (b) the quality of that configuration selection relative to the optimal possible configuration.

Each of our 15 study subjects (users) were faced with 6 challenges, first to be solved using virtual knobs, and then application-level knobs. Each challenge asked them to find a configuration meeting ranking and/or coverage sub-metric values under a given execution budget. The results show that the use of virtual knobs substantially reduces the number of steps needed to determine a desired configuration (by 5× on average) and that the selected configurations using virtual knobs were on average 8.3% better than if application-level knobs were used. In 2.3% of application-level knob challenges, the user was unable to find a single valid configuration under the given budget; this never occurred when virtual knobs were used.

8 RELATED WORK

Optimizations opportunities of approximations and their use in adaptive frameworks as part of configuration management have been investigated by many research groups. One key aspect is the notion of quality, i.e., the notion that approximation trades off resource usage for result quality which really implies a change of the semantics of the program. However, there have been works that follow the more the traditional approach to optimizations where the semantics cannot be changed, and therefore consider approximation as a regular optimization transformation, for example by selecting lower precision data representation without affecting the overall outcome [10, 18, 19, 59]. However, most research targets approaches that trade quality for resource usage and require different levels of user involvement to make the best trade-off decisions. All these approaches require metrics for resource usage and quality, which serve as the basis for developer-guided or automatic approximation level selection, i.e., configuration management. As is common for many optimization problems, proposed solutions range from fully-automatic hardware and software based techniques to library-based approaches, and new program language abstractions that enable compile-time and run-time optimizations. In the following, we highlight specific important aspects of approximation management as they relate to our proposed framework.

Specific Approximation Techniques: There exists a large family of approximation techniques, and these techniques can be highly application-specific. For applications with iterative computations, Loop Perforation [85, 89] gives approximate answers by skipping certain iterations. Compute and memory-intensive applications with precision tolerance can benefit from precision scaling [4, 32, 88]. The Precimonius [83] system provides recommendations to the developer in terms of type assignments to variables such that the accuracy of the program is within a developer provided error range. Memoization is also a technique used to speed up floating point calculation by reusing results of similar computation instructions [3, 78]. Dropping inputs through sampling is commonly used as the approximation for applications with large set of inputs [8, 41, 62]. Similarly, dropping tasks or jobs is common for applications under large multi-task frameworks, e.g., on GPU [20]
or Map-Reduce frameworks\cite{41,49,58}. RAPIDS aims to develop a system to seamlessly exploit approximation techniques developed by others, instead of introducing new techniques. Each of the above techniques can potentially be encoded in RAPIDS as a knob.

**Development Support for Approximation:** Developing approximate applications requires interactions with the application programmer/developer since configuration management is a semantic issue. An important challenge is to reduce the burden on the developer through new programming abstractions and automatic techniques. Most existing approaches for adaptive configuration management target applications that have been written without approximation in mind. For example, compiler-based automatic techniques \cite{34,47,64,65,68,95} identify program variables or functions as “knobs.” However, recent work confirms the importance of developers’ input in defining the configuration search space and its customization \cite{12,75,76}.

To help developers implement approximate applications, language / runtime library based approaches have received increased attention where approximation is an explicit part of a program’s semantics. EnerJ \cite{86} and FlexJava \cite{72} provide data type annotations to indicate to the compiler when it is safe to use an approximate value. In the case of FlexJava \cite{72}, minimal quality requirements can be added. However, it is left to the compiler to which extent the specified approximation is exploited. In Petabricks \cite{6} program developers can provide alternative, approximate implementations of functions that can be selected at runtime. Expressing possible interactions between such function knobs is not directly supported. Uncertain type \cite{16} allows developers to use probabilistic value approximations as a form of quality introspection at runtime. The developer can conditionally execute code based on the quality requirements of approximate variables and computations.

All these approaches have in common that configuration management can only be implemented through explicit adhoc code changes to encode the dependency logic. Expressing correlations between knobs and their desired values has to be done in form of conditional statements. Therefore, configuration management is cumbersome and potentially error prone. Also, no distinction is made between the application developer and application user, limiting user-level customized quality and higher-level reasoning.

**Resource Consumption Prediction:** Exploiting application performance degradation has been explored by several groups. Significant research focuses on constructing the cost model. Learning based models \cite{28,51,54,71,90,91,100} predict performance through either input and/or execution features, whose accuracy is bound by the richness of the data set. Additionally, examining each input introduces significant runtime overhead. For example, the rendering logic for a web-page can only be determined after extracting and evaluating the features of the page in Chameleon \cite{31}. Control theoretical approaches \cite{9,36,45,47,102} aim to deal with runtime disturbance. Recently, Caloree \cite{70} combines the learning-based and the control theory to overcome the shortages in both strategies when used separately. However, these approaches assume that the training phase is free, even though getting the profile for large applications may take weeks \cite{36}) due to the size of the configuration space. A full training is required when porting applications to other devices, limiting their applicability. RAPIDS chooses learning-based approach for both the scalability and efficiency reasons. In RAPIDS, the piecewise-linear model complexity does not grow proportionally to the number of available configurations because of the modeling. Also, when porting applications to new devices, our notion of representative sets allows the reconstruction of cost and quality models much faster with a few number of configurations to be retrained. This can also be extended with other re-enforcement learning techniques to refine the model if needed.

**Quality Prediction:** Probabilistic and approximate programming uses probability variables and their distributions \cite{15,38–40,73,77,80}. The research focuses on representations of the distributions
and operations induced by operations on their associated probabilistic approximate variables. In the database community, approximation has been used to provide statistical error bounds of queries [1, 101], and more recently in the context of Map-Reduce [30] applications [41, 58]. Proving and/or verifying approximation error bounds has also been the topic of ongoing research [21, 23]. However, these approaches cannot effectively enable users to express different quality preferences, which is one of the main contributions of our new KDG based RAPIDS framework.

**Custom Quality**: Existing approaches further assume some pre-defined quality notion where each application comes with a quality function for its output, e.g., PSNR [100] or SSIM [97] for video playback applications. Akturk et. al. [2] categorizes the quality metric used in common approximation applications including some of our benchmark applications (BODYTRACK, SWAPTIONS). However, many applications have subjective quality notions, so the application user needs to be involved in defining the quality function. For example, a face-detection application may use F-score [24] as the quality metric, which is defined as the harmonic mean of the recognition precision and recall. However, the precision can be more important than recall when used in target recognition. On the other hand, higher recall can help the application performance when used in crowd counting. Allowing users to express such preference requires the system to be flexible enough that the quality model can be quickly updated when such preferences change. It is too time consuming to repeat the training process to reflect any changes to the quality notion.

**Hardware Architectural Support**: Hardware support for probabilistic and approximate computing has also received significant attention in recent years allowing the use of faulty hardware [33, 43, 53, 57, 66, 67, 79, 87] or tolerate faulty operations [35, 81]. However, these approaches require the application developers to carefully identify the configurable components, but do not allow developers to express more complex correlations between components and their settings. Also, different approximation techniques require different hardware designs, e.g., approximate storage, approximate instruction execution, etc. A practical developing framework [5, 29, 55] for configurable applications with end-to-end support [92] for developers has remained an unsolved challenge.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The KDG-based RAPIDS is a novel adaptive application programming framework that supports customizable quality. In such a system, three different stakeholders must be involved in the development and execution of an application. The developer specifies the configuration space, excluding infeasible or undesirable configurations. The generated KDG is a compact representation of the configuration search space. The developer also provides basic quality notions that are exposed to the user as virtual knobs. The user customizes the quality metric using priority weights for the virtual knobs. The offline system produces cost and quality models based on the KDG. The runtime system just-in-time, i.e., before application execution, creates the customized quality model that is used to select and implement the highest quality configuration under the user provided cost/resource budget. Porting RAPIDS to new platforms requires the reconstruction of the cost/quality models. This process may be optimized through the execution/training of representative configurations which are sufficient to recreate a model for all possible configurations. As in other state-of-the-art comparable approaches that use training for their model construction, RAPIDS requires a full offline training step, which can take substantial amounts of time. However, RAPIDS trains the application only once, and only on the reduced set of configurations represented by the KDG. Experimental results on eight application programs show that developers can reduce the size of the configuration space by 68.7% on average by excluding infeasible configurations. The subjective quality experience
of the users as represented by a customized quality metric is improved by up to 3.59×, indicating the opportunity and potential benefit of customized quality. The execution time overhead due to program monitoring and reconfiguration is less than 1.84% on average relative to the execution time of the entire application.

Based on our experience with our current prototype implementation of an application user interface, we are designing a RAPIDS interface tool that will allow application users to easily customize their quality metric, specify the execution budget, and launch an application. In addition, a planning tool will show the expected improvements of quality if alternative quality customizations or cost budgets are chosen. This interface tool will be used as part comprehensive user study to quantify the benefits of customizable quality, and our adaptive framework in general.

Finally, optimal or close to optimal configuration selections across applications that run at the same time on a target platform is an important problem. Single application configuration systems such as RAPIDS may use a context-oblivious approach and treat resource usage by other active applications as system noise or model inaccuracy, potentially resulting in dynamic reconfigurations. However, this “local” application view of configuration selection misses its “global” and mutual interaction with other active applications and their configuration selections. We have started investigating global techniques for configuration selections across multiple applications that share the same computing resources [61]. We are planning to further improve our approach to address the cross-application configuration selection problem.

All of the RAPIDS framework including the profiler, the library, the user interface tool, and all application benchmarks are available online through GitHub [60].
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